Science centers are experimental and applied places that are designed to pave the way for people from all age and with different knowledge to learn the information from the source and to trigger their interest towards science. Science centers convert science into an education in an entertaining manner. Moreover, science centers can be defined as places that exhibit history and culture of the geography that are present in addition to their contribution to science, while being places where science and art are merged to each other in harmony. In recent period, scientific events may create attraction for cities in addition to cultural events, Science centers, where education is found together with entertainment, are now becoming more and more popular in the world and they can sometimes serve as an important focal point of the city by attracting more visitors from certain museums. It is seen in recent period that science centers are being designed as iconic buildings with the purpose of creating attention with their different architecture. Science centers, which are designed as iconic buildings with their interest and curious architectural designs, create a new attraction point by drawing tourists to the city along with the educational activities. The aim of this study is to reveal the opinions of the architect in the design of Konya Science Center, to analyze the relationship established by the
INTRODUCTION
Science centers, which were established in order to make science more popular among wide masses and where education and entertainment were found together, started to give service in 1960's. Science centers are places where entertainment and education stand together and allow visitors to make examinations just like a real scientist (Weitze, 2003) . Science centers, which try to introduce science to non-specialized people in order to make it more popular Persson (2000a) , are places where ideas in the world are discovered, researched and tested. It addresses to people from all age groups, culture and educational levels, it satisfies their curiosity, gives response to their questions, ensures their active participation to experiments and allows them to explain the things they learn to other people. Visitors repeat experiments in an interactive environment at science centers and understand thinking like a scientist (Weitze, 2003) . With these exhibitions, which transfer information not with classical methods, but with visual, audial, interactive mechanisms that address to emotions, visitors experience scientific facts in an interactive way with computer programs, mechanical and electronic mechanisms, even with simple wooden toys sometimes. It is seen that science centers have unique features of the region they are present within their building, therefore it becomes easier for local visitors to identify science by themselves, while chances are offered for foreign visitors for getting idea about the identity of the city.
In competition conditions that increase depending on the global developments, cities try to differ themselves from other similar cities and be more preferable by this way. In order to develop their images, cities are pushed towards warning city development, The Importance of Iconic Buildings for City Image: Konya Science Center Example
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December 2018 while having pressure towards producing creative solutions to attract more investors and visitors (Richards and Wilson, 2004) . One of these solutions is "iconic building" design in the city. Iconic buildings can be defined as symbol buildings, icon buildings, city icons as well. The common quality of iconic buildings is the condition that they become icon of the city, region or country, where they are present. They are the buildings that make people refer to the space they are present with the name of the iconic building (Avcı, 2015; Ateşoğlu, 2008) . These buildings draw attention with their designs, concepts or technologies that are used. By attracting the attention of many individuals, buildings draw more visitors to the place. In terms of Iconic buildings, we see their examples in many cities, they provide many contributions to the city they are present in socio-cultural and economic terms.
In addition to cultural events, scientific events also create attraction for cities as well and science centers can be designed as iconic buildings. Science centers, which offer the possibility to visitors of experiencing science as "iconic building" by having values like visibility, transparency together with different dimension, architectural buildings, material selections with many different examples in the world, that are becoming more and more popular in the world and may become an important focal point of the city.
Scientific and Technologic Research Council of Turkey (TÜBİTAK) made the first official project call in 2008 in order to support science center studies in our country. Konya Science Center, which is a project of Konya Metropolitan Municipality, is the first project of this call. Within the scope of this study, Konya Science Center is selected as the example field and it is analyzed in architectural terms whether it carries the quality of "iconic building".
DEFINITION OF SCIENCE CENTER
According to ASTC, science centers can be defined as a place where visitors are connected with science, given curiosity, wonder, encouragement, and first-hand experience, and provided lifelong learning. Emphasizing the social aspect of science centers, Rennie and McClafferty (1995) proposed their definition as a social event having strong affection on behavior and learning. Another important characteristic of science centers is that they are informal learning environments, where learning and entertainment mix together (Weitze, 2003) , by allowing visitors to touch, play, and experiment with the exhibits (Quin, 1990) . Science centers;  give a chance to everyone to try experiments (Persson, 2000b; Falk & Dierking, 1992) .  provide people to participate in experiments actively, and use all their senses (Weitze, 2003) .  make people notice effectiveness of science for a society;
and improve public awareness of science (Rix and McSorley, 1999) .  provide "exploration of scientific and technological phenomena" (Quin, 1990) .  provide students an entertaining environment less formal than a classroom (Lucas, 1983; Ramey-Gassert L., 1996) .  "can provide hands-on, exploratory science learning in a non-evaluative, relaxed context by offering science through real-world objects and natural phenomena" (Ramey-Gassert L., 1997).  provide social interaction that was essential source of satisfaction in science center visits and peer-teaching for students (Carlisle, 1995 as cited in Rennie & McClafferty, 1996) .  provide teachers to discover the interactive presentation techniques presented in science centers (Lucas, 1983) .  promote interest and curiosity, and make people notice how the world works (Russell, 1990 ).  make a great deal of contributions to the affective domain of the students which includes generating wonder, enthusiasm, excitement, motivation, interest, awareness, and attitudes that affect their learning (Gammon, 2008; Rennie & McClafferty, 1995; Wellington, 1990) .
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS OF SCIENCE CENTERS IN THE WORLD
The developments of science museums in the last two centuries can be summarized as follows (Hannu, 1993) ;
Science Centers in 19th Century
The oldest science center was the center that was formed by Francis Bacon (1561-1626) with empirical scientific method. This classification created the main ideology of science centers and Ashmolean Museum, which was established inside Oxford University in 1683, is considered as the first science museum. The history of the nature is being exhibited at this museum. The first large-scale science and technology museum is Musee National des Techniques museum that was opened in Paris in 1799. The museum aimed to explain science and technology to teachers, students and public. In addition, various scientific tools and devices, along with their theories and working principles are In today's world, there are more than 3.000 science centers. The annual visitor number of these centers exceeds 200 million. One out of every three people in the USA goes to science center at least once a year. Almost all of the science centers become dense in developed countries like America, Japan and Europe. There are scarcely any in developing countries. India is an exception and today there are close to fifty science centers in India.
THE IMPORTANCE OF ICONIC BUILDING FOR CITY IMAGE
The image of a city is usually very important in attracting visitors. One of the most efficient factors in the establishment of city icons throughout the history are the buildings the iconize that city. Architectural icons create the image of the city and cities differ from each other and remembered with these icon buildings. Icon buildings are the most dominant elements of city icons and they act as an indispensable part of cities. Over the last few decades the term "iconic" has entered common usage for those in and around architecture with a considerable overlap into the mass media. What does it mean to say that a building or a space or an architect is 'iconic'?
Icon is an image, figure, or representation; a portrait; an illustration in a book; image in the solid; a statue. Iconic buildings are mostly considered as symbols that represent the city or country they are built in. But they are not to be confused with monuments; which are buildings that have a historic value or a connection to the history or culture of place or person. Iconic buildings in general, are noticeably different, in terms of design, size, visual appeal, urban fabric, building style etc. they have an impact on people and the place in which they are built. Their lasting impression is what makes them iconic. Iconic architecture is so unique it is associated with and becomes one of the symbols of a place.
Iconic buildings are the ones that have their place in social memory and acted as centers of attentions throughout the history. They carried importance with their qualities like being religious, functional, etc. they had in their time, then they became icons through time (Lökçe 2003) . Architectural icons like Eiffel Tower, Taj Mahal, Pisa Tower recall the cities they are found, while being defined on our minds as city icons. (Maralcan, 2006) .
These buildings, which are powerful icons that are created on social memory, have been center of attention for humanity from past to today's world. (Ekenyazıcı, 2005; Engez, 2007) . In fact, these buildings became more popular than the cities they are present. One of them is Sydney Opera House in Australia. Sydney's most famous icon, acclaimed as one of the most outstanding buildings of the 20th Century. Designed by Danish architect Joern Utzon, and taking 14 years to complete, he resigned mid-way through construction due to political interference, never to return. The Opera house building is seen as icon of Australia by its formal design. The unique style of the building comes from pure curving After the Guggenheim Museum opened museum makes a significant economic contribution to the city's economy and this called in literature the "Bilbao Effect". The Guggenheim museum Bilbao which is a museum of modern contemporary art, designed by Canadian architect Frank Gehry, built by Ferrovial, is located in Bilbao Basque Spain. The museum is designed and covered with glass, titanium and limestone. When we consider material usage of the building it indicates the technology usage. The curves on the exterior of the building were intended to appear random; "the architect said that the randomness of the curves is designed to the catch the light." The museum building is an icon of the city Bilbao Every year millions of tourists are coming to see Bilbao (Figure 3) . The iconic buildings are seen as a symbol of cities that are racing on the global platform and are perceived as enhancing the attractiveness of the cities. Iconic buildings where contemporary architectural practices are applied are shaped by different design approaches such as based on urban context, program proposal, innovative design, tabula rasa concept design or approaches that are re-evaluated city's historical or cultural heritage. In the process of urban image design, the iconic buildings that are focused on demonstration added to the city are increasing day by day (Figure 4-6) . With the developing technology digital techniques have provided great advantages in the design process and caused to be radical changes in the architectural formation with their rapidly increasing number, popularity and interesting forms, iconic buildings turned to be the mostly applied architectural structure on city actors' identity search for globalized city.
THE EXAMPLES OF ICONIC SCIENCE CENTERS FROM THE WORLD
Science centers contribute to personal and social development of individuals while providing economic contribution to the city where they are present. Each year more than 200 million people visit science centers or at attend a science center event once a year. Science centers create brand effect in the city and attract many visitors and provide economic contribution as well. There are many science centers in the world that draw the attention of visitors with their different architectural designs to be icon building and attract more visitors. Below, we see science centers that became icon building of the city their different architectural designs (Figure 7-15 ). These buildings draw attention with their designs, technologies that are used or with their concepts. These "iconic buildings" that are designed by hit architects as a result of contest projects affect the city they are present along with its physical environment. After a while, the city, where these buildings are present, is referred with them and it increases the popularity of the city. The number of visitors who visit these science centers and the expenses they make create an important source of income for the city and creates an employment effect.
MATERIAL AND METHOD
The number of iconic science centers continuously increases in the world and they have great impacts on the city image. It is seen that the last period science centers are designed iconic with different architectural forms and they are the focal point for the city. From this point of view, within the scope of this study, Konya Science Center is selected as the example field and it is analyzed in architectural terms whether it carries the quality of "icon building".
In this study, firstly concepts related, science center, icon, iconic building, iconic science center are defined. Secondly, iconic buildings' impacts on city image and city identity are investigated by the help of selected reference building and icon science center examples are given. Finally, contribution of iconic science centers to the formation of global city and identity as an architectural formation are emphasized. The aim of this research is to determine the general characteristics of the icon structures and to question the Konya Science Center through these features. For this purpose, observations and interviews are made, photographs of the building are taken and any kind of written and drawn resources are utilized in order to determine whether the selected building is in accordance with the definition "icon building".
IS THE KONYA SCIENCE CENTER ICONIC BUILDING FOR KONYA CITY?
General Information about The Konya Science Center Project Scientific and Technologic Research Council of Turkey (TÜBİTAK) published "the Call to Establish Science Centers" on March 27, 2008 in order for people to comprehend the importance of science centers in increasing attention towards science in Turkey and make them widespread around the country. Within the scope of the call, the plan was to give support to the project of establishing a Science Center in one of our cities with metropolis status. Governors, mayors of 16 cities with metropolis status along with the chairmen of the chambers of industry and commerce have attended this call. Project recommendations were prepared by metropolitan municipalities of 6 cities and then one metropolitan municipality left the process with their own will. As a result of the field examination; Konya Metropolitan Municipality gained the right to host the first Science Center that is planned to be established in many cities of Turkey with the support provided by TÜBİTAK (Aydın, 2010) .
Konya Science Center, which is the first science center that is supported by TÜBİTAK, is constructed on a 99.347 square meters field in Organized Industry Region on Ankara -Konya highway in Büyük Kayacık Neighborhood, Ankara Boulevard, Selçuklu District of Konya. It is positioned on 25 km distance to city center. Konya Airport is situated ahead of the project in organized industry region (Figure 16 ). Konya Science Center is the first international scale science center of Turkey with 26.248 square meters indoor space and 14.000 square meters of outdoor car parking space along with vehicle roads, 11.000 square meters of walking roads and 47.000 square meters of green fields with thematic exhibitions, outdoor exhibitions, observation and scenic tower, Planetarium, conference halls, laboratories and libraries. With its extraordinary architecture, Konya Science Center is designed by Architect Selim SOMONCU -A Proje setting off from the idea that it shall provide important contributions to the establishment of scientific mentality in our country (Figure 17 ).
The Analysis of Konya Science Center in terms of Architectural
Konya Science Center consists of 3 buildings that are connected to each other with bridges; main building, planetarium, observation and scenic tower. Science center's main building, which consists of basement, ground floor, 2 normal stories and a garret, is 110 m wide and 30 m high in a geodesic form. It is the biggest project in Turkey that is made with this system. In 134 square meters space of glass front cutting of Konya Science Center, photovoltaic batteries are used to get electricity from solar energy (Figure 18-19 ).
The main building is raised by 2 meters above the level of the road by benefiting from the inclined structure of the land, thus the below ground level of the building is taken to garden level. The siding of the main building is designed as Seljuk ornament sanding pattern study on tempered glass (Figure 20) . 1.300 square meters wide and magnificent foyer area welcomes visitors coming to Science Center building. From this area, access is provided to book sales unit, education units, exhibition halls and planetarium and observation house via bridges (Figure 21 ).
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Book sales unit Cafe Planetarium, which can be accessed via main building by visitors, is 24 meters wide and 12 meters high while having a geodesic form. Planetarium, which is also known as 'planet house' in Turkish language, has a dome shape and images are reflected on each side of the dome. Therefore, viewers may watch shows with 360-degree angle and with 3-dimention method (Figure 22 ). There are indoor and outdoor spaces in these places, where celestial bodies and events can be watched. Two units of 600 square meters luxury water tanks are constructed in order to benefit from rain water in garden watering system. Special tunnel type holed drainage pipes are used for the infrastructure of landscape areas found around the project. Electricity with windmill system is positioned in the garden of Science Center.
It is seen that the first science center of Turkey that is supported by TÜBİTAK, there are planetarium, observatory, exhibition halls, laboratories, places where scientific developments can be transmitted are present. As a result of the analyses made on the subject It is determined that Konya Science Center is an icon building for Konya because it has iconic building features such as unique design (different form), large scale, new construction technologies and material selection, landmark, carried specific message signify by the building. As a result of the observations and interviews related with the structure and, it is seen that an important attraction point for visitors coming to the city and it provides important contributions in terms of the vision of the city.
EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION
Science centers are places where people can come together and explore the very mysteries that make up our world. By encouraging public understanding and engagement with science, they serve as important platforms for the empowerment of people, allowing people to make well-informed decisions. They are also exciting learning places for all ages, essential in enhancing societal capacities to adapt in the face of change. Science centers and museums are considered to have the potential to fulfill a major role in the informal learning of science. Impacts of science centers can be classified as individual, political, social and economic. Also, recent research shows that well established in developed countries, iconic architectural designed science centers have undisputed appeal to a wide range of audiences. The number of iconic science centers continuously increases in the world and with their high number of visitors, they have great impacts on the cities.
With many of its social economic, cultural and infrastructural data, Konya is important city. In this study, the science centers, iconic buildings and their impacts to cities are reviewed by literature study and it is questioned whether Konya Science Center carried image structure mission or not and the structure was analyzed in architectural terms.
It is seen that the aim was constructing an iconic building in the design stage of Konya Science Center, which was built in order to exhibit the new icon of the city, to draw investments and tourists, to make the city a center of culture by being a reference. As a result of analyses, observations and interviews made on the subject, it is determined that Konya Science Center is an icon building for Konya city owing to its different form, material selection, and Leeds certified sustainable building. It is understood that the building is in parallel with developing trends in design and building technology fields. The facility, which has wind energy power plant and solar panels in its building, is an important green building example that is constructed in Turkey. In the light of the data, it is determined that the first Science Center in Turkey that is created with the support of TÜBİTAK is an important attraction point for visitors coming to the city and it provides important contributions in terms of the vision of the city. It is thought that
